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Statistical activity: 22031

Controls and autosums in questionnaire: International passenger transport through ports

Code of the questionnaire: 12882020                    Is submitted: 1st quarter – 25.04.2020; 2nd quarter – 25.07.2020; 3rd quarter – 25.10.2020; 4th quarter – 25.01.2021
Periodicity:  Quarterly
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Statistics Estonia guarantees the full protection of data submitted.

A field with a grey background has been automatically filled online. The data in this field cannot be changed, they are visible after saving.

CONTROLS

Controls in table 1. INTERNATIONAL PASSENGER TRANSPORT THROUGH PORTS

Control ID Control formula Clarification Type of
error

24774 KUI ({TS1288_06_02}>0), SIIS ({TS1288_01_02}>0) If the number of passengers arrived from foreign countries by cruise ships (row 6) has been indicated, the
number of passengers arrived from foreign countries (rows 2, 3, 4 or 5) must also be indicated.

Major

24775 KUI ({TS1288_06_03}>0), SIIS ({TS1288_01_03}>0) If the number of passengers arrived from foreign countries by cruise ships (row 6) has been indicated, the
number of passengers arrived from foreign countries (rows 2, 3, 4 or 5) must also be indicated.

Major

28119 ({TS1288_02_02}+ {TS1288_03_02} + {TS1288_04_02} +
{TS1288_05_02} + {TS1288_08_02} + {TS1288_09_02} +
{TS1288_10_02} + {TS1288_11_02} + {TS1288_02_03} +
{TS1288_03_03} + {TS1288_04_03} + {TS1288_05_03} +
{TS1288_08_03} + {TS1288_09_03} + {TS1288_10_03} +
{TS1288_11_03})!= 0

Please check the data. Total number of passengers must be greater than 0. Please make sure that the
entered values are correct.  If no transport took place, add comment on the period.

Minor

28235 KUI
(({TS1288_02_02}+{TS1288_03_02}+{TS1288_04_02}+{T
S1288_05_02}+{TS1288_06_02}+{TS1288_08_02}+{TS12
88_09_02}+{TS1288_10_02}+{TS1288_11_02})>0) , SIIS
(({TS1288_02_02}+{TS1288_03_02}+{TS1288_04_02}+{T
S1288_05_02})!={TS1288_06_02}) VÕI
({TS1288_06_02}!=({TS1288_08_02}+{TS1288_09_02}+{
TS1288_10_02}+{TS1288_11_02}))

Please check the data. Normally, the number of inward passengers arriving from foreign countries, cruise
passengers coming by ship from foreign countries and outward passengers transported to foreign countries
(column 02, rows 1, 6 and 7) cannot be equal. The number of cruise passengers arriving from foreign
countries should be registered on arrival.

Minor

28236 KUI
(({TS1288_02_03}+{TS1288_03_03}+{TS1288_04_03}+{T
S1288_05_03}+{TS1288_06_03}+{TS1288_08_03}+{TS12
88_09_03}+{TS1288_10_03}+{TS1288_11_03})>0) , SIIS
(({TS1288_02_03}+{TS1288_03_03}+{TS1288_04_03}+{T
S1288_05_03})!={TS1288_06_03}) VÕI
({TS1288_06_03}!=({TS1288_08_03}+{TS1288_09_03}+{
TS1288_10_03}+{TS1288_11_03}))

Please check the data. Normally, the number of inward passengers arriving from foreign countries, cruise
passengers coming by ship from foreign countries and outward passengers transported to foreign countries
(column 03, rows 1, 6 and 7) cannot be equal. The number of cruise passengers arriving from foreign
countries should be registered on arrival.

Minor

Controls in table 2. TIME SPENT ON FILLING OUT THE QUESTIONNAIRE (only for the 3rd quarter)
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Control ID Control formula Clarification Type of
error

20592 {TAITMISEAEGMINUTIT}<=59 Maximum permitted value is 59 minutes. Time exceeding 60 minutes shall be indicated in hours and
minutes.

Major

20593 {TAITMISEAEGTUNDI}+{TAITMISEAEGMINUTIT}>0 The time spent on filling in the questionnaire must be recorded and the sum of hours and minutes must be
more than 0. The time spent means time spent by all employees to read questionnaire instructions, collect
and prepare data and fill in the questionnaire.

Major

20594 {TAITMISEAEGTUNDI}<=999 Maximum permitted value is 999 hours. Major

AUTOSUMS

Autosums in table 1. INTERNATIONAL PASSENGER TRANSPORT THROUGH PORTS

Row name Column name Formula Clarification
Passengers arriving from
foreign countries

Total {TS1288_02_02}+{TS1288_03_02}+{TS1288_04_02}+{TS1288_05_02}+{TS1288_02_03}+{TS1288_03_03}
+{TS1288_04_03}+{TS1288_05_03}

Summed up automatically if filled
in online.

Passengers arriving from
foreign countries

incl. with
Estonian
vessels

{TS1288_02_02}+{TS1288_03_02}+{TS1288_04_02}+{TS1288_05_02} Summed up automatically if filled
in online.

Passengers arriving from
foreign countries

incl. with
foreign vessels

{TS1288_02_03}+{TS1288_03_03}+{TS1288_04_03}+{TS1288_05_03} Summed up automatically if filled
in online.

..from Sweden Total {TS1288_02_02}+{TS1288_02_03} Summed up automatically if filled
in online.

..from Finland Total {TS1288_03_02}+{TS1288_03_03} Summed up automatically if filled
in online.

..from Germany Total {TS1288_04_02}+{TS1288_04_03} Summed up automatically if filled
in online.

..from elsewhere Total {TS1288_05_02}+{TS1288_05_03} Summed up automatically if filled
in online.

Cruise passengers arriving
by ship from foreign
countries

Total {TS1288_06_02}+{TS1288_06_03} Summed up automatically if filled
in online.

Passengers going  to foreign
countries

Total {TS1288_08_02}+{TS1288_08_03}+{TS1288_09_02}+{TS1288_09_03}+{TS1288_10_02}+{TS1288_10_03}
+{TS1288_11_02}+{TS1288_11_03}

Summed up automatically if filled
in online.

Passengers going  to foreign
countries

incl. with
Estonian
vessels

{TS1288_08_02}+{TS1288_09_02}+{TS1288_10_02}+{TS1288_11_02} Summed up automatically if filled
in online.

Passengers going  to foreign
countries

incl. with
foreign vessels

{TS1288_08_03}+{TS1288_09_03}+{TS1288_10_03}+{TS1288_11_03} Summed up automatically if filled
in online.

..to Sweden Total {TS1288_08_02}+{TS1288_08_03} Summed up automatically if filled
in online.

..to Finland Total {TS1288_09_02}+{TS1288_09_03} Summed up automatically if filled
in online.

..to Germany Total {TS1288_10_02}+{TS1288_10_03} Summed up automatically if filled
in online.

..to elsewhere Total {TS1288_11_02}+{TS1288_11_03} Summed up automatically if filled
in online.

Total Total {TS1288_02_02}+{TS1288_03_02}+{TS1288_04_02}+{TS1288_05_02}+{TS1288_08_02}+{TS1288_09_02} Summed up automatically if filled
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+{TS1288_10_02}+{TS1288_11_02}+{TS1288_02_03}+{TS1288_03_03}+{TS1288_04_03}+{TS1288_05_03
}+{TS1288_08_03}+{TS1288_09_03}+{TS1288_10_03}+{TS1288_11_03}

in online.

Total incl. with
Estonian
vessels

{TS1288_02_02}+{TS1288_03_02}+{TS1288_04_02}+{TS1288_05_02}+{TS1288_08_02}+{TS1288_09_02}
+{TS1288_10_02}+{TS1288_11_02}

Summed up automatically if filled
in online.

Total incl. with
foreign vessels

{TS1288_02_03}+{TS1288_03_03}+{TS1288_04_03}+{TS1288_05_03}+{TS1288_08_03}+{TS1288_09_03}
+{TS1288_10_03}+{TS1288_11_03}

Summed up automatically if filled
in online.


